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COPING WITH THE TRAGEDY IN MERON
Rabbi Dr. Dovid Fox, Director of Project Chai, the crisis intervention, trauma, and bereavement department of Chai
Lifeline, offers practical suggestions and guidelines following the horri c tragedy in Meron. If you have any questions or
are in need of guidance, contact Project Chai’s 24-hour crisis hotline at 855-3-CRISIS or email crisis@chailifeline.org.

The word from Meron is petrifying. On a day encased with kedusha, joy and seeking a sense of
connection with all that is good and holy, we have experienced a tragedy. The images of the
wounded and the stunned, and the unthinkable reality that we are facing casualties and
horrendous losses have entered our consciousness. The news, the news reports ricochet through
our hearts and minds. And we are deeply saddened. And we are scared. And we are very worried,
and panic may be on the rise all around.
This is not the time to look for interpretations or to hunt for meaning. We do not know “why” and
that is not given to us. It is far too early for anyone to rush to cope by trying to make sense of a
tragedy this massive, and so far-reaching throughout the Jewish world. We try our best to slow
down the racing thoughts and to collect ourselves. That is a healthy step, because all of those who
pulsate within with pain, sadness and fear, and all of those still numbed and in shock, need rst to
regroup. We need that step for our own wellbeing, and those who are turning to us in panic and
confusion – our children, our students, our relatives – need support and attention. They need that
from us, now.
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Parents and adults: check in with yourself. Identify your own reactions, because it is normal to
react to tragic news. It is not normal to have no reaction at all. Notice your thoughts – disorganized,
xated and hyper-focused, obsessively worried, image-occupied, ashback memories – all of those
are thought reactions, cognitive reactions, which can follow shocking, traumatizing information.
Notice your emotions. They are not the same as your thoughts, and need your acknowledging too.
Sad, anxious, scared, tense, irritable – there are a range of emotions following the ood of
traumatizing information and you want to be mindful of them. Physical sensations – they happen as
well, following crisis events – and one might be suddenly energy-absent, hyper, restless, nauseous,
insomnia. Be aware of how you are reacting within. Behavior can seem different, you may have
dif culty focusing on your te lla or your learning, or you may become very focused on those
avodas. We each react, we all react our own ways, and step one is be aware that you are affected
by this, and identify how you are reacting.
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Notice your emotions. They are not the same as your thoughts, and need your acknowledging too.
Sad, anxious, scared, tense, irritable – there are a range of emotions following the

